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Experience a new way of earning rewards by inviting your friends to join BTCC. When a friend
registers for a BTCC account through your BTCC Referral Code, you’ll receive 25% of your friends’
trading fees as a referral reward when they trade.

 

How to share your BTCC referral code and earn rewards?
To earn referral rewards, you need to log in your BTCC account and share your referral link with
friends. If you don’t have an account yet, check out our ultimate guide on BTCC register to open one
for free now.

 

Step 1: Visit BTCC’s [Referral] page and tap [Login Now] to get a personal recommendation link
and QR code.
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Step 2: After logging in, you will see your BTCC Referral Code, Link and QR Code. Tap [Invite
Now] to share your referral link with friends, or choose the other two ways to invite friends.

 

 



Step 3: Once your friend registers for a BTCC account through your referral link/code,
completes Identity Verification, and makes a trade, you’ll receive 25% of the referee’s trading
fees. You can earn up to 500USDT for each referral.

 

For example, John invited Mike to BTCC. Mike has paid 1,000USDT in trading fees for his trades;
John will receive a reward of 250USDT as a referrer.

 

 

Users can fund their BTCC accounts using the following channels:

Buy crypto with credit cards
Deposit crypto from your wallet or other exchanges to your BTCC account
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How to claim your referral rewards?
The referrer will only get rebates from their referee’s trading fees within 60 days after their
referee’s registration. Therefore, to be eligible for referral rewards, the referee will need to make a
trade within 60 days after the registration. No rebates will be given to the referrer after 60 days.

 

The rebate earned from trading fees will be distributed to the user’s spot account in USDT before
23:59:59 the next day. In the event of a holiday, it will be postponed. You can check it on [My
Referral History].

 

 

There is no limit to the number of referrals you can make. You can earn more trading fee
rebate by inviting more friends to join BTCC and make a trade.

 



 

For more details on BTCC referral bonus, please refer to the Campaign rules.

 

How to Deposit Crypto on BTCC 
BTCC also offers great deposit bonus for its users. Now let’s take a look at how to deposit on BTCC.

 

1. Go to the BTCC app, tap Deposit on the home page.
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2. Select the cryptocurrency and its network that you plan to deposit into your BTCC account.
USDT-TRC20 will be chosen as an example.







 

3. Copy the deposit address by tapping on the Copy address button.





 

4. Transfer crypto to BTCC. Go to the withdrawal page of your other wallet and paste the address
(or QR code) there to deposit funds to your BTCC account. Please make sure that the currency
selected is the same as the one you have chosen on the BTCC app, otherwise, it may result in the
loss of assets.

 

5. Enter the deposit amount.

 

6. Paste the deposit address (and destination tag) that you saved earlier in the corresponding fields.

 

7. Wait for blockchain confirmation. Your deposit should arrive in your BTCC account in no time.

 

Apart from crypto trading, BTCC also launched tokenized futures this year, allowing users to trade
stocks and commodities futures with USDT as the margin.

 

The process of trading futures with BTCC begins with registration and log in. New customers can
now sign up here and complete the Know Your Customer verification process to access all BTCC’s
features and claim special deposit bonus. Once verified, you can explore the BTCC promotion
campaigns and start your crypto trading now.

 

Sign up for BTCC now and claim special deposit bonus!
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